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KIIT UNIVERSITY

Global Recognition 

Committed to excellence and global cooperation in higher 
education, KIIT University is member of prominent 
national and international university networks such as:

International Association of Universities (IAU)

Association of Indian Universities (AIU)

Association of Commonwealth Universities (ACU)

University Mobility of Asia and the Pacific (UMAP)

International Association of University Presidents (IAUP)

Association of Universities of Asia and the Pacific (AUAP)

International Institute of Education (IIE), New York

United Nations Academic Impact (UNAI)

Eurasian Silk Road Universities Consortium (ESRUC)

QUALITY POLICY

KIIT University is committed to imparting quality value based education and 
moulding its students into socially sensitive and responsible citizens as well as 
excellent professionals for attaining personal, organizational and social goals. 
Quality Management System of the University ensures improvement of the 
academic system through a process of continuous review and monitoring.

VISION

To create an advanced centre of professional learning of international standing 
where pursuit of knowledge and excellence shall reign supreme, unfettered by 
the barriers of nationality, language, cultural plurality and religion.

- Declared a University under Section 3 of UGC Act, 1956
- 'A' Category University as per Ministry of HRD, Govt. of India
- 'A' Grade by NAAC
- 'Tier 1' (Washington Accord) accreditation by NBA
- Respective Courses Approved by Statutory Bodies of Govt. of India: MCI, DCI, BCI, INC, etc.

MISSION

Imparting quality value based education of international standard and 

imbibing skill for solving real life problems

Inculcating global perspective in attitude

Creating leadership qualities with futuristic vision

Fostering spirit of entrepreneurship and realization of societal 

responsibilities

Cultivating adaptation of ethics, morality and healthy practices in 

professional life

Instilling habit of continual learning

Encouraging and supporting creative abilities and research temperament

Establishing and promoting close interaction with industries and other 

utility sectors and keeping abreast with state-of-the-art technology



Pro-Chancellor

Padma Shri Prof. Acharya has formerly been Professor & Head of the 
Department, Gastroenterology as well as Dean, Research and Academics, 
AIIMS.

He has been honoured with the prestigious Samanta Chandrasekhar and 
J.C. Bose Awards & is also a recipient of Commonwealth Fellowship for 
research in liver ailments.

Prof. (Dr.) Subrata Kumar Acharya
MBBS, MD, DM

Hrushikesh Mohanty, a multi dimensional persona, is a seasoned 
campaigner in several fields. He is a scientist , academician and 
administrator par excellence.
Prof Mohanty was awarded PhD from IIT Kharagpur and embarked on his 
career with ECIL Hyderabad . Having had this experience, Prof Mohanty 
moved to his passion and became a teacher .
He has held several doctoral and post doctoral fellowships from Universities 
all over the world.
While serving the University of Hyderabad in various capacities, Prof 
Mohanty undertook many prestigious research projects .

A prolific writer, Prof Mohanty has authored books in Odia while regularly 
contributing articles to the  media. His interests include Sarala Mahabharata 
and computational Social Science 

 KIIT has set benchmarks in providing affordable and high quality 
education for the last twenty years. The journey has been 
incredible and arduous.

What began as a single-room ITI institute way back in the early 90s 
stands today as a sprawling University spread across 23 campuses 
and 25 square km. of area with 27000 students from India and 
across the globe. 

Such a journey wouldn’t have been possible without the singular 
focus on research-driven quality education backed by world-class 
educational infrastructure. Research has been the piece de 
resistance of KIIT University. 

There are several factors that clearly differentiate KIIT from other 
similar educational institutes. First, an emphasis on behavioural 
aspects that makes our graduates receptive to new ideas and fit into 
the corporate culture. Secondly, inculcation of societal 
responsibilities so that each student is groomed to have empathy 
for the environment and the society at large.

As we tread the difficult path to keep educational standards high 
and relevant to all the stakeholders, I urge you to keep contributing 
positively to this great institution to take it into even greater 
heights of educational excellence.

Prof. Achyuta Samanta
Founder, KIIT and Kalinga Institute  of Social Sciences (KISS)
www.achuytasamanta.com

Founder’s Message

Vice-Chancellor
Prof. Hrushikesha Mohanty
M.Sc (Mathematics) Utkal University, Ph.D (CSE) IIT KGP

Prof. Samanta has served as the member of 
15 Government of India Bodies. He has been 
the Commission Member (2008-2014) of 
University Grants Commission (UGC), AICTE, 
NCTE, etc. He is General President of Indian 
Science Congress Association (ISCA) for 
2017-18 Session

Serving Member - National Bodies
National Council for Teacher Education (NCTE), 
Ministry of HRD, India 
Coir Board, Kochi, Government of India
National Executive Council, Indian Society for 
Technical Education (ISTE)
Executive Committee, Indian Science Congress 
Association (ISCA), Kolkata
National Secretary, Gandhi Global Family (GGF)

Member - International Bodies

Member - Asia Economic Forum (AEF)
Member - International Institute of Education (IIE), 
New York
Member - University Mobility in Asia and the Pacific 
(UMAP), Bangkok
Member - Association of Universities of Asia and the 
Pacific (AUAP)
Member - International Association of University 
Presidents (IAUP), U.K.
Member-International Association of University 
Presidents (IAUP), USA
Member-United Nations Academic Impact (UNAI)
Member-Asia Pacific Academic Consortium for Public 
Health (APACPH)
CIFEJ (Centre International Du Films Pour L'enfance 
Et La Jeunesse), Dubai



Journey to 
Excellence

A Unique Journey
Established in 1992 and opening five years later as a 
centre for higher learning, KIIT University today is one 
of the most prestigious universities in India. Its 
commitment to teaching excellence led to the grant of 
university status under Section 3 of UGC Act, 1956 by 
the Ministry of Human Resources Development, Govt. 
of India in 2004, within only seven years of its 
inception. KIIT is relatively young, but prizes excellence 
and ambition. The contributions of the faculty, 
students and alumni at KIIT have been earning 
national and international recognition.

At Present, KIIT serves more than 27,000 students 
through its 19 Schools imparting globally recognised 
bachelor's, master's and doctoral degree programmes in 
100 plus disciplines, spanning engineering, medicine, 
management, biotechnology, law and more. Apart from 
global recognition and pedagogical excellence, the 
University provides the best possible academic and 
non-academic grooming and empowerment that 
enable one to become a global citizen and make an 
impact in the global workplace.

KIIT is an internationally-focussed university and 
welcomes students from all corners of the globe. With 
international students enrolled from around 45 
countries, it prides itself on being a cosmopolitan and 
multicultural campus. Laying claim to a global mindset, 
the university actively partners with other leading 
higher education institutions around the world to 
provide international opportunities to its students and 
faculty. With tie-ups with 140 leading institutions of 
the world, KIIT has a presence in over 50 countries, 
including the USA, UK, Germany, Russia, Czech 
Republic, Japan, South Korea and Kenya.

A is a multi-campus university. the 23 campuses at KIIT  
span 25 sq. km. and have a built up area of 12 million sq. 
ft. Apart from academic blocks, administrative blocks 
and student residences, attractions on campus include a 
Rose Garden, Art Gallery, Sculpture Garden, Tribal 
Museum and a 35000-capacity multisport stadium.

KIIT emphasises close collaborations between faculty 
and students to address academic, technological and 
societal challenges. A strong and effective 
tutor-mentoring system is among many innovative 
teaching-learning and student-friendly in\itiatives 
taken by KIIT. Students of the university have not only 
gone on to join some of the world's most successful 
companies, but have also excelled in fields of their 
choosing, including participating in Olympic games as a 
member of Indian contingent.

KIIT University is unique in integrating professional 
education with social concern. Its protégé, Kalinga 
Institute of Social Sciences (KISS), provides holistic 
education from KG to PG, food accommodation, health 
care and all basic necessities absolutely free to 37,000 ( 
existing students and 10000 graduates) most 
economically deprived tribal children.

Intellectual Capital
KIIT is a structured and decentralized institution. It is 
perhaps the only self-financing institution in the
country where top functionaries, including Chancellor 
and Vice Chancellor, are renowned academicians. Each 
school is headed by a distinguished academician.

The University has a healthy student-to-faculty ratio of 
12:1, with 1800 faculty members offering a
rigorous curriculum and access to varied learning 
opportunities and hands-on research. The faculty are 
drawn from institutions of repute such as IITs, IIMs, 
XLRI, IISc, JNU, etc. The quality is amply
demonstrated by the patents held by various faculty 
members, the-state-of-the-art labs, the research
grants coming from various agencies both in India and 
abroad, national and international conferences,
symposiums and workshops held here and hundred 
percent placement record.

Faculty members of the University actively involve 
themselves in consultancy projects from various
industries. Currently nearly 100 research and 
consultancy projects funded by various national and
international funding agencies like UBS Promedica 
Foundation, Switzerland; Karolinska Institute,
Sweden; DST, DBT, MNRE, Govt. of India, etc. are 
ongoing with substantial budget outlay.

Faculty members and research scholars of the 
university have published papers in various national 
and international journals of repute. Over 1800 
research papers have been indexed in international 
databases like Scopus. 

The research papers have received a high citation of 
around 6000, pushing up the ‘h’ index to 29. Numerous 
research papers authored by students have also been 
published in reputed national and international 
journals.
KIIT actively promotes students research and projects 
of its students have had the distinction of being
appreciated at national and international forum, 
including being selected for the prestigious Indian
Science Congress.

KIIT Green
To preserve mother nature, KIIT has embarked on a 
zealous plan to have a pollution-free, 
environment-friendly campus. The initiatives include 
mega plantation drives, vehicle-free zones, rain water 
harvesting, water management, biogas, solar energy etc.

KIIT has a teacher-student 
ratio of 1:12 and has 
partnerships with 140
world-class Universities

KIIT today is a learning-enabled 

edifice of knowledge.



Collaborations

Institutional Collaborations

Hanbat National University, South Korea

Deakin University, Australia

Hanseo University, S. Korea

North-West University, South Africa

Dumlupinar University, Turkey

University of Cambodia

Edinburgh’s Telford College

AIT, Thailand

Chiang Mai Rajbhat University, Thailand

Scotland’s College International, UK

Trinity College, London

Yildiz Technical University, Istanbul

Anglia Ruskin University, UK

Ataturk University, Turkey

Tata Institute of Social Sciences, Mumbai

University of Miskolc, Hungary

Cracow University of Technology, Poland

Technical University of Ostrava, Czech Republic

Reykjavik University, Iceland

Murdoch University, Australia

Edexcel Ltd

Czech University of Life Sciences (CULS), Czech 

Republic

National Academy of Sciences of Kyrgyz Republic 

University of Lausanne, Switzerland

Corporate Collaborations

The International Rice Research Institute

Dassault Systemes

Tech Mahindra

Aries Agro Ltd.

CII-Yi

HDFC Bank

DHI (India) Water and Environment

Bureau of Police Research and Development

ICICI Bank

Tata Consultancy Services

Wipro Technologies

Infosys 

Siemens India

Oracle India

IBM

Microsoft

SAP Labs

Tata Steel

IMMT, Bhubaneswar

Indian Institute of Human Rights, New Delhi

M/S Maize International Co LLC

Ericsson India

Simplex Infrastructure

As a global centre for excellence, KIIT has collaborated with leading 

institutions and organizations from across the world. At present KIIT 

has academic tie-ups with 140 international universities and institutions 

and industrial collaboration with 15 corporate houses. Academic 

collaborations have led to joint programme delivery and faculty and 

student exchange. Some of the institutions with which KIIT has tied up 

are mentioned below.

School of Civil Engineering

School of Computer Engineering

School of Electrical Engineering

School of Electronics Engineering

School of Mechanical Engineering

School of Computer Application

School of Architecture

School of Applied Sciences

School of Law

School of Management

School of Rural Management

School of Public Health

School of Fashion Technology

School of Film & Media Sciences

Kalinga Institute of Medical Sciences

Kalinga Institute of Dental Sciences

Kalinga Institute of Nursing Sciences

School of Biotechnology

School of Chemical Technology

27,000+ Students

1800+ Faculty

100+ Academic
Programmes

23
World class

campuses

10
sports

complexes with

swimming pools

15
Food courts

serving

cuisines from

all over the world

3300
CCTV camera

for surveillance

& security

25
sq. km.

academic

township

13
Nobel Laureate

Lectures

Schools of KIIT University



Civil Engineering
School of

Mechanical  
Engineering

School of

School of Civil Engineering aims to meet the future 
needs of the construction industry and society by 
producing professional civil engineers competent in 
analyzing, designing and managing solutions for 
practical engineering problems. It imparts sound 
fundamentals at B.Tech. level, specialized subjects at 
M.Tech level and high quality research guidance at 
Ph.D. level. Teaching learning process is seamlessly 
supported by excellent academic support facilities 
(laboratory, library, etc.). 

The School is actively engaged in project and 
consultancy activities and disseminates research and 
project achievements through various publications. It 
has established collaborations in the areas of regular 
academic, research and consultancy activities with 
various organizations. The School has been able to 
build an effective Institute-Industry interaction and 
lays focus on entrepreneurship development amongst 
the students.

Research and consultancy activities 

of the School of Civil Engineering 

focus on water resources planning, 

GIS application, performance 

analysis of flexible pavement, 

industrial waste utilization, 

alternative building material, 

ground water pollution, creep 

behaviour, seismic analysis, design 

of earthquake retaining , structures, 

nano-concrete technology, 

geo-polymer concrete, cement 

performance test & soil testing, 

construction management, project 

management etc. 

Laboratories
Geotech Engg. Lab
Heavy Structural Engg. Lab
Environmental Engg. Lab
Concrete & Material Testing Lab
Transportation Engg. Lab
Hydraulics & WR Lab
Computational Lab.
Survey Lab
Modeling & Simulation Lab

Academic Programmes

Bachelor of Technology (B. Tech) in Civil 
Engineering

Master of Technology (M. Tech) in Civil 
Engineering (Construction Engineering & 
Management)

Master of Technology (M. Tech) in Civil 
Engineering (Structural Engineering)

Dual Degree Programmes
Dual Degree (B.Tech & M.Tech)
Dual Degree (B.Tech & MBA)

Ph.D
PDF

School of Mechanical Engineering produces graduates 
who can meet the rapidly changing needs of the 
industry, which constantly demand new skills. The 
School has an ambient environment and, specialized 
laboratories for Research and Development. 

Even undergraduate students get opportunity to 
involve themselves in high-end research work to build 
skills beyond curriculum. In addition to classes, the 
School organises regular visiting lectures delivered by 
industry experts and arranges industrial visits for both 
faculty and students.

As a placement support, it offers certification courses to 
students during summer vacation in the areas of 
Quality Engineering and Management (TQM, TPM, Six 
Sigma, Optimization Techniques, FMCA/FMECA, 
Maintainability issues) and Mechatronics (Hydraulic / 
Pneumatic circuit design, Process Control Technology). 
The School is also actively engaged in organizing 
international and national level conferences.

Academic Laboratories
Material Testing
I C Engine
Refrigeration and Air conditioning
Fluid Mechanics
Hydraulic Machines
Heat Transfer
Metrology & Instrumentation
Applied Mechanics & Dynamics
Vibration & M/C condition monitoring
CIM & Robotics
Advanced manufacturing processes
Computer Aided Engineering
Siemens centre of excellence
Central Workshop
Automobile Workshop
CADD Centre

Research Laboratories
Composites Development and Characterization Lab
SKF-KIIT Advanced Reliability Centre
NI Innovation Centre
Thermal Research Lab
Production Research Lab
Machining Research Lab
Green Engine Technology Centre

Academic Programmes

Bachelor of Technology (B.Tech) in 
Mechanical Engineering 
(B.Tech) in Mechanical Engg. (Automobile)
(B.Tech) in Aerospace Engineering
(B.Tech) in  Mechatronics Engineering  
(B.Tech) in Production Engineering 

Master of Technology (M. Tech) in 
Mechanical Engineering (Manufacturing 
Process & System)
Master of Technology (M. Tech) in 
Mechanical Engineering (Thermal 
Engineering)
Master of Technology (M. Tech) in 
Mechanical Engineering (Machine Design)

Dual Degree Programmes
Dual Degree (B.Tech & M.Tech)
Dual Degree (B.Tech & MBA)

Ph.D
PDF

4 Years
4 Years
4 Years
4 Years
4 Years

2 Years

2 Years

2 Years

Current consultancy and research & 

development areas of the School include: 

Residual stresses in fusion welded 

structure, Surface finish optimization by 

high pressure impingement cooling and 

CAD modeling. Material Processing 

Technology, Cleaner Manufacturing 

Technology, Automotive Engineering and, 

Quality Engineering and Management are 

the other areas of interest. Research and 

development efforts of the School are 

supported by bodies like DST-SERC, 

AICTE-RPS, NI-MSME, MNRE, ARDB, 

AICTE-MODROBS, BRNS and IEI.

Research Thrust Areas: Jet and Spray Impingement Heat Transfer, 

Droplet and Spray Combustion, Computational Fluid Dynamics, 

Mechanical Systems Design & Optimization, Biomass and Bio-fuels

(Synthesis, Analysis and Optimization), Vibration and Machine 

Condition Monitoring, Metal Machining, Minimum Quantity 

Lubrication, Polymer and Metal Matrix Composites, Porous Media 

Combustion, Nano-Technology, Advanced manufacturing, Engine 

Tribology and other fields.

4 Years

2 Years

2 Years

5 Years
6 Years

5 Years
6 Years



Electronics Engineering
School of

Electrical Engineering
School of

Collaborations and MoUs

School of Electronics Engineering aims to equip its 
students to be able to lead a successful career in the 
industry, pursue higher studies in reputed Indian and 
foreign institutions or embark on entrepreneurial 
endeavours. Graduates of the School are versatile, 
adaptable and possess analytical capability to offer 
techno-commercially feasible and socially acceptable 
solutions to real life engineering problems in the fields 
of Electronics & Telecommunication, Electronics & 
Electrical and Electronics & Instrumentation. The 
classroom studies are reinforced in well-equipped 
laboratories, which help students in experiential 
learning. Curricula of the programmes are regularly 
updated to keep pace with the rapidly changing 
technology. The School has a strong and dedicated team 
of faculty members drawn from premier institutes 
such as IITs and NITs. Apart from classroom teaching, 
faculty members are involved in publication and 
interaction with outside world on a frequent basis. It 
conducts regular workshops, conferences, seminars 
and invited talks.

The School is involved in teaching and research 
activities in the fields of Telecommunication, 
Microelectronics and VLSI, Signal Processing, RF and 
Microwave, Instrumentation Engineering, 
Semiconductors, Renewable Energy, etc. The Centre for 
Innovation & Research fosters overall R&D growth by 
facilitating interactions with external agencies, and 
promoting and managing interactions between the 
school and the industry. The School is presently 
implementing numerous projects sponsored by Dept. of 
Atomic Energy, Defence, DST, AICTE, etc. Some of the 
recent sponsored projects are in the area of solar 
energy. The School has the following research thrust 
areas: Signal and Image Processing; Signal Detection 
and Estimation; Mixed Signal Analysis; Solar Energy 
Photovoltaic; VLSI & Embedded Systems; Electronics 
Devices; VLSI Design; Wireless and Mobile 
Communication; RF and Microwave Engineering; 
Optical Communication; Internet of Things; Social, 
Mobile, Analytics & Cloud; and Media & Applications.

The academic objective of the School of Electrical 
Engineering is to produce high caliber electrical 
engineers capable of making immediate contribution to 
industry and takeing responsibility of the 
development, design, construction, application and 
operation of devices and systems.

The School takes pride in the fact that its alumni are 
placed in responsible positions in the central and state 
government bodies, PSUs in India, and in the private 
sector both within the country and outside. The School 
has also been instrumental in producing highly 
qualified engineering teachers and researchers through 
its Masters and Doctoral programmes.

The success of the B. Tech. programme can be gauged 
from the fact that a large number of the graduating 
students have been placed in core sector companies in 
addition to those in the IT and ITeS sector.   

The School is currently engaged in research 

activities in different thrust areas of Electrical 

Engineering and also multidisciplinary 

research like Power System, Control Systems, 

Power Electronics & Drives, Renewable 

Energy Systems, High Voltage Engineering, 

Material Sciences, etc. Further, NI-Innovation 

Centre in collaboration with National 

Instruments has been set up in the School to 

strengthen the research in emerging area of 

Electrical Engineering, like Smart Grid and 

Distributed Generation. The School has joined 

hands with industry experts of Power 

Research Development and Consultancy, 

Bangalore and Siemens Limited, Pune to 

accelerate research &   consultancy activities.

Laboratories

Basic Electronics Lab
Analog Electronics Lab
Digital Electronics Lab
Digital Signal Processing Lab
Microprocessor and Microcontroller Lab
VLSI Lab
Embedded Lab
Control and Instrumentation Lab
Process Control Lab
Communication Engineering Lab
Advance Communication Lab
Wireless and Networking Lab
Microwave and Antenna Lab
Design and Thinking Lab
Language Lab

Laboratories

Basic Electrical Engg. Lab.
Electrical Machines Lab.
Electrical Circuit Lab.
Electrical Measurement Lab.
Analog Electronics Lab.
Digital Electronics Lab.
Control System Lab.
Power Electronics Lab.
Research Lab-I(Renewable Energy)
Research Lab-II (Power System)
Research Lab-III (Power Electronics)
NI Innovation Centre

Academic Programmes

Bachelor of Technology (B. Tech) in Electronics 
and Telecommunication Engg
(B. Tech) in Electronics and Electrical Engg.
(B. Tech) in Electronics and Instrumentation Engg.
(B. Tech) in Electronics & Computer Science  Engg.
(B. Tech) in Electronics & Control System Engg
(B. Tech) in Communication Engg.
(B. Tech) in Medical Electronics  Engg.
  
Master of Technology (M. Tech) in Electronics and 
Telecommunications Engineering 
(Spl-Communication Engineering)

Masters of Technology (M.Tech) in Electronics and 
Telecommunications Engineering (Spl-VLSI 
Design & Embedded System) 

Masters of Technology (M.Tech) in Electronics and 
Telecommunications Engineering (RF & 
Microwave)

Dual Degree Programmes

Dual Degree (B.Tech & M.Tech)
Dual Degree (B.Tech & MBA)
PhD
PDF

Academic Programmes

Bachelor of Technology (B. Tech) in 
Electrical Engineering
                      
Master of Technology (M. Tech) in Electrical 
Engineering (Power Electronics & Drives)

Master of Technology (M. Tech) in Electrical 
Engineering (Power Energy System)

Master of Technology (M. Tech) in Electrical 
Engineering (Power System Engineering)

Dual Degree Programmes
Dual Degree (B.Tech & M.Tech)
Dual Degree (B.Tech & MBA)

Ph.D
PDF

Research Laboratories

Thin Film Photovoltaic Lab
NI Centre of Excellence (NI Innovation Centre)
Microwave Simulation Lab
High Frequency Simulation & Fabrication Lab

4 Years
4 Years
4 Years
4 Years
4 Years
4 Years
4 Years

4 Years

2 Years

2 Years

2 Years

5 Years
6 Years

5 Years
6 Years

2 Years

2 Years

2 Years

PLC Lab
Power System Lab.
Electric Drives Lab.
Energy System Lab.
Simulation Lab.
Microprocessor Lab.

National Instruments.
Power Research Development and Consultant Pvt. Ltd., 
Bangalore
Siemens Limited.
GATE Academy Pvt. Ltd., Bangalore
Schneider Electric
S V National Institute of Technology, Surat.



Computer
Application

School of Computer Engineering
School of

With explosion of information and ever-increasing 
demand for computational sophistication in a 
networked world, the School aims to imbibe 
cutting-edge skills through research and development, 
industrial consultancy, and teaching in frontier areas of 
Computer and Information Technology.

The graduates have the required skills for the creation 
and maintenance of computing systems in today's 
organizations. complemented with the capability to 
create effective IT systems as solutions to business 
problems. Besides imparting high-quality, innovative 
and continuously updated UG and PG courses, the is 
also engaged in creating a community for promotion, 
deployment and usage of Information Technology 
based applications for the betterment of society.

Research focus of the School 
includes Algorithms & Theory of 
Computation, Artificial 
Intelligence, Bioinformatics, Cloud 
Computing, Database & Data 
Mining, Data Analytics, Human 
Computer Interaction, 
Information & Network Security, 
Internet Technology, Image 
Processing, Mobile Computing, 
Pattern Recognition, Program 
Analysis and Testing, Parallel & 
Distributed Computing, Real Time 
Systems, Service-Oriented 
Architecture, Soft Computing, 
Software Engineering, and 
Wireless Sensor Networks.

Laboratories

Algorithm Design 
& Analysis
Compiler Design
Database Systems
Data Mining & Data 
Analytics
Graphics & Image 
Processing
Internet Technology
Microprocessor 
Programming

Academic Programmes

Bachelor of Technology (B. Tech) in 
Computer Science Engineering

Bachelor of Technology (B. Tech) in 
Computer Science & Communication Engg.

Bachelor of Technology (B. Tech) in 
Computer Science & Systems Engineering

Bachelor of Technology (B. Tech) in 
Information Technology

Master of Technology (M. Tech) in Computer 
Science & Engineering (SPL: Computer 
Engineering)

Master of Technology (M. Tech) in Computer 
Science & Information Security (SPL: 
Information Securities)

Master of Technology (M. Tech) in Computer 
Science & Engineering (SPL: Data Analytics)

Master of Technology (M. Tech) in Computer 
Science & Engineering  (SPL: Software 
Engineering)

Dual Degree Programmes
Dual Degree (B.Tech & M.Tech)
Dual Degree (B.Tech & MBA) 

Ph.D
PDF
 

Network Programming
Object Oriented 
Programming
Programming (C, C++, Java)
Software Design & Testing
Soft Computing
ERP (SAP Modules & 
ABAP)
Software Engineering
Internet of Things
Research

The School of Computer Application emphasizes on 
study and research in applications of computer science 
at graduate and post-graduate levels. Since its inception 
it has produced many trained and talented individuals, 
who have made their mark in the software industry. 
The combination of competent faculty members, 
modern infrastructure and state-of-the-art technical 
resources give an edge to the school's graduates.

The Students' pursuit for knowledge is supported by 
the elaborate resources offered to them. Dedicated labs 
with modules for Multimedia-Graphics and 
Communication Skills training groom the young 
technocrats for their entry into the fast-paced 
corporate world of computers. Regular industry 
exposure and interaction with various disciplines 
under KIIT University are important value additions

Academic Programmes

M.C.A .                                                                                              3 Years
MCA (Lateral Entry)    2 Years
B.C.A.      3 Years

Laboratories

Wireless Lab
Oracle 10g Lab
Enterprise Computing Lab
Multimedia And Animation 
Lab
Project Lab 
Open Source GIS Lab 
Network Security Lab
 Visual Studio Lab

Computing Resources

Hardware & Software resources
IBM Blade Server with 15 blade
IBM E-Server Series
IBM X-Series Severs -36 Nos.
Cisco Catalyst 6509 Core Switch
D-Link DFL 7210 Core Switch
Fore layer D-link Stack Switch 
for distribution

Broad areas of research include Discrete & Continuous Time Queuing Models, 
Operations Research, DBMS, Bioinformatics & e-Governance, Algorithm analysis & 
design, System analysis & design, compiler design, computer graphics, Artificial 
Intelligence, Ad-hoc networks, Parallel Processing and Data Mining. 

2 Years

2 Years

2 Years

2 Years

5 Years
6 Years

4 Years

4 Years

4 Years

4 Years



School of Architecture 
& Planning

KIIT School of 
Advanced Skill (KSAS)

The School of Architecture and Planning is rich in 
diversity, creativity and scholarship. With a mission to 
educate future designers to shape collaborations, 
synthesize complexity, and catalyze transformation for 
public good and foster research in all scales of the built 
environment - local, regional, national, and interna-
tional - KIIT School of Architecture and Planning offers 
full-time course in architecture at undergraduate level. 
There is  also proposal for floating a Master Degree 
programme in Urban Planning in the coming years.

With competent faculty prominent across the breadth 
of the field, students are exposed to many different 
approaches to Architecture, Design and Planning. 
Critics and theorists from around the world supple-
ment the faculty, and together, they introduce 

The Government of India at present is emphasizing 
on Digital India, Make in India and Skill India. The 
said objectives of the Govt. will only be 
accomplished with Skill, Scale and Speed. So 
vocational training in Basic as well as Advanced 
skills has already gained momentum across the 
Nation. KIIT School of Advanced Skill (KSAS) is 
actively contributing for Skill India and Make in 
India which is committed to bridge the Skill Gap.
 
KSAS was set up as part of a National Skill 
Development Mission to fulfill the growing need in 
India for skilled manpower in selected sectors and 
narrowing the existing gap between the demand 
and supply of skills. 

Programmes at KSAS
 
Apart from regular courses, the School offers both BASIC and ADVANCED Skills Programmes. The Basic Course is 
meant for school dropouts, while the Advanced Course is meant for Degree/Diploma Engineers.

Past Programmes Conducted by KSAS
 
Skill Development Training Programme for the participants under Ministry of Labour and Human Resources, Royal 
Govt. of Bhutan
Pradhan Mantri Kaushal Vikash Yojana (PMKVY) Skill Development Training Programme, Govt. of India
DDU-GKY Skill Development Training Programme , Govt. of Odisha
Schooling & Skilling the trainee employees of Mahanadi Coalfields Ltd. (MCL)
Skill Development of the tribal candidates with support from Odisha Scheduled Caste & Scheduled Tribe 
Development Finance Co-operative Corporation Limited (OSFDC), Govt. of Odisha
Imparting Skill Development Training to the persons under Ministry of Heavy Industries & Public Enterprises, Govt. 
of India
Internet of Things (IoT) by Preva Systems Pvt. Ltd., Bangalore
Schneider Assisted Basic Electrician Training Programme
Skilling the Trainee Employees, Officers and Candidates in the periphery and beyond at NALCO, HINDALCO, TRL 
Krosaki Ltd. and Rourkela Steel Plant, Rourkela, Odisha

As vocational training provider to help bridge the 
gap between the skilled people required in the 
industry and the unemployed youth of the country. 
KSAS also aims at producing the entrepreneurs 
enabling more employment opportunity.
 
Every youth desirous of acquiring additional skills, 
depending on his/her aptitude can benefit from KIIT 
School of Advanced Skill. Through its Skill based 
Training Programme for the unemployed youth of 
the Universities, Schools and Colleges as well as the 
deprived sections of the society, both from urban 
and rural areas.

students to issues and trends in contemporary architec-
tural design and practice. Both theory and studio 
sessions being viewed as core of the program, the 
School brings together the expertise of architecture, 
industrial design, interior design, landscape architec-
ture, urban design, visual communication design, and 
environmental science, with relevant subjects form 
arts, humanities, engineering and technology. Among 
others, these skills include drawing, architectural 
presentation, research and writing, computer applica-
tions, technical and managerial aptitudes in problem 
definition and solution seeking. With a strong founda-
tion of multi-disciplinary skills, the students emerge as 
built environment consultants par excellence guided 
by a strong sense of moral responsibility and account-
ability.

Academic Programme

Bachelor of Architecture (B. Arch)       5 Years



Kalinga Institute of 
Medical Sciences (KIMS)

School of Civil Engineering

School of Computer Engineering

School of Electrical Engineering

School of Electronics Engineering

School of Mechanical Engineering

School of Computer Application

School of Architecture

School of Applied Sciences

School of Law

School of Management

Kalinga Institute of Medical Sciences (KIMS), a 
constituent of KIIT University, offers a unique 
combination of experience and expertise. Located in an 
ultra-modern and eco-friendly campus, it has three 
wings-The Hospital, the Medical College (for MBBS & 
MD course) and Biomedical Technology Unit. 

The Medical College offers MBBS course at the 
undergraduate level with an annual intake of 100 
students. A high academic standard is maintained by an 
experienced and dedicated team of Professors, 
Clinicians and Scientists, who are engaged in teaching, 
research and developing technologies in health care. 
The course is approved by the Ministry of Health and 
Family Welfare, Government of India and Medical 
Council of India (MCI). The Medical College has 25 
academic departments, providing study, treatment and 
prevention of human diseases and maternity care.

Academic Programme

M.B.B.S
PG Medical
(M.D.)

Master of Hospital Administration 

Hospital

The hospital, attached to the medical college, has 
earned reputation as an affordable  hospital with 
modern facilities. 

Key features of the hospital are:-

1750 bedded Super-specialty Hospital

Fully computerized hospital with ERP,

Wi-fi, IP Phone and CCTV Surveillance

Treatment & services at par with any corporate 

hospital

One of the lowest cost of treatment

100 air-conditioned cabins

50 air-conditioned sharing cabins

16 Advanced Modular Operation Theatres

100 ICU Beds

Pediatric and Neonatal ICU with ventilator facility

24x7 Emergency (Casualty)

200 beds reserved for poor (BPL) patients

NABL Accredited Central Laboratory with

cutting edge equipment

State-of-the-art Radio Diagnostics: 1.5 Tesla MRI with

45 software applications, 64-Slice CT Scan,

Digital X-Ray and 4-D Ultrasound

Hospital on Wheels - 24x7 Ambulance Services

8 Computerized Dialysis Machines

Head and neck surgery (micro debrider procedures, 

nasopharyngos copy)

Speech Therapy

Electroencephalography (EEG), brain atlas and base of 

skull surgery

Audiology laboratory.

Rehumatology Clinic

Cochlear implant for the profoundly deaf

Computerized gait analysis laboratory, total hip and knee 

replacement and Arthroscopic surgery

Ultra modern immunization center

24x7 Blood Bank with HIV, HbsAg, HCV and VDRL 

screening & component separation facility

Therapeutic Kitchen

Physiotherapy and occupational therapy

Pain clinic for relief of acute and chronic pain and pain 

associated with terminal stages of cancer

Super Specialised Facilities

Gastroenterology
Endocrinology
Neonatology
Neurology
Urology
Medical Oncology
Onco surgery
Rheumatology
Cardiology
Cardio thoracic & vascular surgery
Plastic & Cosmetic Surgery
Neuro Surgery
Nephrology

Speciality services in almost all other 
disciplines.

Approved by Medical Council of India (MCI)

4    Years

3 Years

2 Years

1/2



Kalinga Institute
of Dental Sciences

Kalinga Institute of

Nursing Sciences
Recognised by Indian Nnursing Council (INC)

Founded in the year 2007, Kalinga Institute of Dental 
Sciences (KIDS) was set up to be a world-class dental 
college and hospital in Bhubaneswar. Since its incep-
tion, KIDS has steadily progressed as a major force in 
the field of dental education ensuring high academic 
standards and quality in providing a world-class 
learning experience for the young and aspiring 
students.

 The Institute attracts students from all States of India 
as well as foreign countries. With a campus spread over 
6 acres and built up area of 15,425 sq. mts., KIDS is a 
premier dental institution with the state-of-the-art 
infrastructure and highly qualified and experienced 
doctors delivering quality education and best dental 
care for the people of Odisha and beyond.
With quality and affordable in-house treatment and 
expansion of comprehensive dental services for the 
rural people, KIDS has been contributing to the health 
sector of Odisha since 2007.

Academic Programme

B.D.S.
Master of Dental Surgery (MDS)

Laboratory
KIDS has well-equipped pre-clinical conservative and 
pre-prosthodentic laboratories with all modern 
facilities.

Kalinga Institute of Nursing Sciences (KINS) is a pioneer 
institute of nursing education in Odisha, recognized by 
Indian Nursing Council (INC) and State Nursing 
Council, Odisha since 2008. KINS has been 
contributing significantly towards quality nursing 
education and service. It is committed to provide 
promotive, preventive, curative and rehabilitative 
services to all to achieve excellence in nursing 
education and nursing services. 

It aims to prepare professionally competent and ethical 
professionals with the latest technological and 
scientific knowledge. KINS has five departments: 
Medical Surgical Nursing, Child Health Nursing, 
Community Health Nursing, Obstetrics & 
Gynecological Nursing and Psychiatric Nursing. 

Academic Programme

Basic B.Sc. in Nursing

M.Sc. in Nursing

General Nursing & Midwifery ( GNM ) 

The school prepares students to 

be professionally competent 

nurses and midwives in 

providing promotive, preventive, 

curative and rehabilitative 

services

290 high-end ultra-modern electronically 
operated dental Chairs
Well-equipped state-of-the-art laboratories
Cone Beam Computed Tomography (CBCT) – 
First of its kind in Eastern India
Immunohistochemistry Lab under Dept. of Oral 
& Maxillofacial Pathology – 1st Dental College 
in Odisha to have it
Orthopantomogram (OPG) and Digital 
Radiovisiography (RVG)
Minor Oral Surgery Operation Theatre
Periodontal surgery unit
Endo surgery unit
Pediatric surgery section
Implant clinic
Cleft lip and Palate Management Unit
Conventional and Lingual Orthodontics
Oral Cancer Screening and Detection Centre
VIP Super-Specialty Clinic
Most modern well-equipped ceramic lab. in 
Prosthodontics and Conservative Dentistry
Rural Health Centres at Kalarabanka and 
Patharagadia

Dental Hospital Facilities 

(Approved by Dental Council of India (DCI)

Laboratories

Fundamental lab
Nutrition lab
Community lab
Advanced Nursing Skill lab
Pediatric lab
O&G lab
Medical Surgical lab
Computer lab
A.V. Aids lab (with net connection)

4 Years

2 Years

3  Years
5 Years
3 Years



School of Law
Approved by Bar Council of India (BCI)

Biotechnology
School of 

The school is guided by 38 full-time highly qualified and 

experienced faculty involved in 56 research projects 

sponsored by various national and international funding 

agencies such as Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation, Karolinska 

Institute, DBT, DST, CSIR, ICMR, and DAE of Got of India. 

Several innovation based projects are also undertaken with 

support from BIRAC of DBT and MSME, Govt of India. 

Various advanced research facilities are being established for 

carrying out research activities in the field of infection 

biology, vaccine development, cancer biology, environmental 

biotechnology, molecular stress & stem cell biology, 

epigenetics, genomics & proteomics nano-biotechnology, 

composite materials, food technology, and bioenergy. School 

of Biotechnology is supported by FIST program of 

Department of Science and Technology, Govt of India. As a 

part of curriculum, students are encouraged to do their final 

semester thesis in most reputed national and international 

laboratories and industries. Currently, 83 students are 

continuing their PhD work with fellowships from DBT, CSIR, 

UGC, ICMR and DST-INSPIRE. School has also promoted the 

KIIT Technology Business Incubator (supported by NSTEDB 

of DST, BIRAC of DBT, MSME, TDB, TIDE of DIT) which is 

nurturing several start-up companies in the area of 

Biotechnology and related areas.

Academic Programme

M.Sc. Biotechnology
M.Sc. Applied Microbiology 
 
Biotechnology-Dual Degree 
(B.Tech/M.Tech)

Research Programme
Ph.D.
PDF

Microbiology Lab
Molecular Biology Lab
Translational Research lab
Animal Tissue culture Lab
Plant Tissue Culture lab
Bioprocess Engg lab
Cancer Biology lab
Biochemistry Lab
Bioinformatics lab
Cancer Research lab
Animal House
Immunology Lab
Environmental Biotech lab
Infection Biology lab
Materials Lab
Bioenergy Lab
Analytical lab
Microscopy Lab
Reaction engg lab
Genomics lab
Biodesign lab

Laboratories

School of Biotechnology at KIIT University (KSBT) was 
established in 2007 with high-level intellectual inputs 
from Prof. Richard R Ernst (Nobel Laureate in chemistry, 
1991), who laid the Foundation stone and Prof. Rolf M 
Zinkernagel (Nobel Laureate in Physiology or Medicine, 
1996), who inaugurated the facility. Within a very short 
span of time, it has become a potential centre of excellence 
and relevance in the country. The School has come up 
with strong academics and research-based programs 
including high-level translational activities. By establish-
ing strong collaboration with various national and 
international institutions (ETH Zurich, University of 
Lausanne, University, UCLA, Emory University, UC-Davis, 
London School of Tropical Medicine and Hygiene, 
Karolinska Institute, Murdoch University, Meharry 
Medical College, University of Erlangen) it is marching 
towards excellence.

2 Years
2 Years

5 Years

KIIT School of Law (KLS) started its journey in the year 
of 2007. Advancement of technology and impact of 
globalization have increased the importance of legal 
study. Opportunities are available in academics, law 
firms, corporate sectors, NGOs, regulatory bodies in 
India and abroad. In this backdrop, double degree 
integrated courses (like Law and Management or Law 
and Social Sciences or Law and Natural Sciences) are 
becoming popular and assuming much importance as a 
lucrative career options

A diverse student population drawn from as many as 
20 states of India as well as many foreign countries 
enriches the academic ambience of the School, with its  
passionate, dedicated and hard working faculty. KLS 
has more than fifty faculty members having 
experience and recognition across the country. Its 
unique mentoring system brings out the best in each 
student.

The vibrant academic atmosphere of the campus is 
reflected in the success of the students. Within a very 
short span they have proved their worth at national 
and as well as international level. Students have won 
prestigious Bar Council Moot Competition, received 
DADD scholarship and got opportunityto study at 
Oxford, Cambridge, Max Plank and other reputed 
institutions. Students are also successfully working at 
almost all leading law firms, corporate and other 
places.

KLS is the first law School which is offering LL.B. 
with six specializations - Business Law, Constitutional 
Law, Crime & Criminology, Intellectual Property Law, 
Taxation Law and International Law. The curriculum 
has been devised in such a fashion as to cater to the 
need of the legal experts in the making. It provides 
ample scope for young budding legal professionals to 
understand legal concepts and various issues in legal 
settings and instill in them the merit and reasoning 
standards required for a high professional conduct.

At present, this is the only law school in India having specialized Honours 

courses in Business Law, Constitutional Law, Crime & Criminology, 

Intellectual Property Law, Taxation Law and Human Rights Law. 

Academic Programme

B.A.LL.B.

B.Sc.LL.B.

BBA.LL.B.

LL.M

Ph.D
PDF  

5 Years 

5 Years 

5 Years 

1 Years 

Library : KLS Library is enriched with text and reference 

books, journals and all e-databases and is accessible to the students 

round the clock. Technology is used intelligently to enhance service.

Academic Collaboration

Northumbria University, England
Miami University, U.S.A
Dong-A University, South Korea
Penn State University, Pennsylvania, U.S.A.
Bureau of Police Research and Developmen



KIIT School of
Management

School of Rural Management

The school, known eariler as Institute of Business 
Administration and Training (IBAT) is one of the oldest 
under the KIIT umbrella. 

In its 25 years of journey, the school has produced 
many illustrious alumni including Vice Presidents and 
Award-winning entrepreneurs. Its uniqueness lies in 
using technology-focused management education, and 
stress on changing the attitute and outlook
of the students.

The academic programmes at KSOM accredited by the 
National Board of Accrediation (NBA) and the National 
Accrediation and Assessment Council (NAAC) of UGC.

Dassault Systemes - worldwide PLM leader and 
software innovator - has established a PLM (Product 
Lifecycle Management) Lab and Centre of Excellence. 
Dassault Systemes Chair manages this one-of-its-kind 
endeavor in India. Additionally, the institute recently 
became a SAP University Alliance partner, making its 
students SAP-ready. The institute has recently signed  
MoUs with Mahindra Satyam and Axis Bank.

The school has a strong legacy of research work and 
publishes a UGC-recognized bi-annual journal called 
‘Parikalpana’. It conducts several development 
programmes round-the-year for faculty members and 
corporate executives.

22nd in India as per NIRF 2017
6th in Eastern India & 39th across India as per MBA Universe 2016-17
10th among top 50 private colleges o�ering BBA at National Level by
 Times B School Survey – 2017

The School of Rural Management (KSRM) came into 
existence with the laying of the foundation stone by 
the Father of the White Revolution, Late Dr. Verghese 
Kurien on 20th November 2006.

With a vision is to become a leading global academic 
institution in the field of Rural Management and show 
the path of eradicating rural backwardness, KSRM 
strives to achieve its vision and mission through 
quality teaching, training and research in the field of 
rural management and educating a new breed of 
professional rural managers having appropriate values 
and ethos to help organisations and institutions 
working in rural areas to professionalize their 
management.

Academic Programme

MBA in Rural Management

Research Programme
Ph.D.

Academic Programme

Bachelor of Business Administration  
Master of Business Administration  

Research Programme
Ph.D.
PDF

During the last ten years of existence, 

KSRM faculty have completed several big 

and small consulting assignments for 

Govt. of India, State Governments and 

International organizations like FAO and 

UNDP . In addition, KSRM faculty has also 

conducted several Management 

Development Programmes (MDPs) for 

government, private and development 

sectors. They have published or 

presented numerous papers in national 

and international forums and journals.

2 Years

3 Years
2 Years



School of
Fashion Technology

School of Film and 
Media Sciences

KIIT established the School of Fashion Technology in 
the academic year 2009, catering to national and 
international students aspiring to be Fashion Design 
Graduates. KIIT School of Fashion Technology fulfils 
the long-felt need of such a school under a reputed 
university in this part of the country. 

The School also dedicates and focuses itself for creating 
professionals of par caliber who would like to make a 
mark in the booming Retail Sectors. The course offered 
by School of Fashion Technology enable the students to 
learn design through extensive theory classes, 
intensive practical, field visits, market survey, Craft 
Documentation, Industry Internships & Portfolio 
Development.

The School is determined to create a centre of 
excellence with qualitative educational, creative 
exposures, conceptualization skills and technical 
expertise, well- researched teaching methodology, 
industry Linkages and intellectually stimulating 
cosmopolitan environment.

Film and television media have expanded exponentially, 

specially, subsequent to the introduction of a number of 

TV channels in Hindi, English and regional languages 

along with record-breaking production of aesthetically 

stimulating films.

In order to cater to the needs of the film & television 

industry and mass media, KIIT University set up the 

School of Film and Media Sciences to offer Bachelor’s 

Degree course in Film & Television Production and 

Integrated Master's Degree Course in Mass 

Communication. With the state-of-the-art infrastructure, 

leading industry professionals as the faculties, expert 

advisory panel as mentors, project-based curriculum and 

industry internship, the School mentors and orients the 

students (both national as well as international) to acquire 

diverse skills to meet the multi tasking requirements of 

film industry and media organizations.

The students here receive hands on skills of specialized 

Screen Writing, Direction, Cinematography, Audio 

recording & designing, Film & television editing, Post 

production, Animation, Production designing, etc. Theory 

and specialized practical workshops are conducted 

continuously under the able guidance of well-trained 

faculty and reputed award winning industry 

professionals. Additionally students are accompanied by 

members of the faculty to visit various industry locations 

across the country wherever high quality production takes 

place. The students are also encouraged to shoot their 

academic films across various places in the country.

Academic Programme

Bachelor in Film & Television
Production (BFTP) 
Master of Mass Communication (Integrated)

Academic Programme

Bachelor of Fashion Design
(Fashion/Testile)

Laboratories

Drawing & Designing Lab
Pattern Making Lab
Draping Lab
Garment Construction Lab
Coloration Lab
Garment & Textile Testing Lab
Ornamentation Lab
Computer Aided Design Lab
Research & Development Lab

Academic Support Facilities

Computer lab
Animation Lab
NLE Editing Lab & Sound 
Studio
Still Photography Lab
Multi Media set up
Classroom Theatre
Gym/ Yoga Centre
Auditorium
Audio Studio

It is universally recognized that mass communication today plays a critical role in imparting social values 

and an understanding of the world beset by many conflicts and contradictions. The role of the journalists 

and media practitioner in contributing to public opinion and generating National and International debate 

and setting social agendas, thereby, has become critical.

Specializations

Cinematography
Editing
Direction
Animation
Screen Writing
Audio Recording and Designing
Production Management

4 Years

3 Years

5 Years



KIIT ITI

Located on a sprawling 5-acre land, KIIT believes that 
an enabling infrastructure is a prerequisite for quality 
education. Thus, the physical infrastructure here is 
replete with administrative buildings, workshops and 
labs with modern machinery and equipment, and a 
full- fledged technical library.

Programmes and Activities
The objective of the institute is to produce trained 
personnel with skills necessary to meet the 
requirements of industrial and domestic customer in 
the application of electronics, computer and the 
modern production systems. The training programme 
is organized in our central workshop, advanced 
laboratories of degree engineering, local industries and 
institutions like Central Tool Room Training Centre 
(CTTC), Central Institute of Plastic Engg. and 
Technology (CIPET) etc. 

Under this programme, comprehensive training is 
given on Communication Skill, Spoken English, 
Aptitude, Quantitative Ability and Reasoning to make 
students fit the present market requirements. Regular 
classes under Entrepreneurship Development 
programme are organized inviting resource persons 
from I.E.D, NABARD, DIC, SIDBI and other commercial 
banks.

   

Seminars and Workshops
The institute regularly conducts seminars, symposiums 
and workshops to create general awareness among 
students regarding working of modern industries, 
through interaction with eminent engineers, 
professionals from established industries and govt. 
officers. The institute offers many job-oriented 
practical work, which is quite beneficial to the trainees.  

Apprenticeship training facility is given to the trainees 
by zonal Apprenticeship Advisor as per Apprenticeship 
Act-1961 on the basis of merit list prepared by the joint 
Apprenticeship Advisor, Odisha.

Deserving candidates are provided complete support 
for employment by the KIIT placement cell.
In the past, the trainees have been employed in 
companies such as Proctor & Gamble, L&T, Sew 
Infrastructure, Suzlon Power Ltd, Coca-Cola Pvt. Ltd, 
Enercon, Maruti Suzuki, Piaggio and TIL.

Financial assistance is also arranged from different 
organizations to create self-employment opportunities 
for deserving pass-outs, if they so desire.

KIIT ITI started in 1992 and is affiliated to the National Council for 

Vocational Training (NCVT), Government of India, New Delhi, through 

State Council for Technical Educational & Vocational Training, Directorate 

of Technical Education and Training, Government of Odisha

With an objective of creating a technical workforce 
proficient in management, communication and 
technology, to fill up the ever-increasing demand of 
skilled technicians in the booming industrial sector, 
Kalinga Polytechnic was established in 1995. Approved 
by AICTE and affiliated to DTE&T and SCTE&VT, 
Odisha, the institute provides Diploma in six streams of 
Engineering.

Admission is strictly through the Diploma Entrance 
Test conducted each year, where candidates from 
Odisha and other states of India participate. The 
academic program has a mandatory adherence to the 
academic calendar and base curriculum prescribed by 
the State Technical Education Directorate. However 
additional supplements designed and imparted at KIIT 
Polytechnic make its products most sought-after.

The State-of-the Art Laboratories, 

esourceful library, strong student 

support system, modern amenities 

and global ambience of KIIT 

nurture creativity here to 

metamorph the student into a 

competent professional with values.

Additional Academic Programme

Basic Sciences, Mathematics and English 
during each semester
Training on AutoCAD, Hardware and 
Networking, p-Spice
Training on Operation and Maintenance of 
Automobiles/Machines/Electrical 
Machines/Measuring Instruments

Additional Professional Development 
Programme

Spoken English
Foreign Language study
Event Management 
Music/Art/Literature
Socially useful projects/services

KIIT ITI provides three streams of 
Technician Trade Training:

Electrician

Fitter

Electronics Mechanic

2 Years

2 Years

2 Years

Academic Programme

Civil Engineering

Computer Science and Engineering

Electrical Engineering 

Electronics and Telecommunications 
Engineering

Mechanical Engineering 
 
Metallurgical Engineering

3 Years

3 Years

3 Years

3 Years

3 Years

3 Years

KIIT
Polytechnic



Industry
 Engagement 

Cell (IEC)

Centre Of
Advanced Training

(CAT)

To start with, IEC at KIIT University has been 
constituted with faculty drawn from the Schools of 
Engineering and School of Management. They are 
entrusted with five major functions.

First is to encourage the researchers within the 
university to develop strong ties with the Industry, 
Government / Non-Government Organizations and 
associated Community Groups with the purpose of 
collaborating on new research frontiers and creating 
commercial opportunities in form of Intellectual 
Property (IP). 

Second is to develop state-of-the art laboratories at KIIT 
for experimentation and knowledge incubation by 
corporate support including conducting project-based 
training and certification of students, arranging 
sponsored research consultancy, organizing technical 
lectures by SME’s (Subject Matter Experts) and 
workshops / symposiums based on current industry 
requirements. 

Third is to explore the possible opportunities for 
Leadership/Executive Development Programs and/or 
customized learning programs in selected areas of 
specialization to leverage from the expertise resident in 
the KIIT faculty as well as with the assistance of the 
industry. 

Fourth is to invite experienced professionals from the 
corporate world to the 'Advisory Body' of the Schools of 
Engineering with an objective to provide a proactive 
link between the corporate world and university with 
prime responsibility to craft appropriate 
courses-of-study, syllabus and curriculum development 
synergized with current industry needs. 

The final function is to promote in-house industry 
forums (technical societies) at KIIT with an opportunity 
to invite industry professionals on sabbaticals to assist 
teaching, research and consultancy work in University 
environment & vice-versa.

To augment the efforts of IEC in the area of technical 
training and global certification of students, a "Centre 
of Advanced Training" has been established at KIIT. 
The main aim is to provide technical training and 
certifications to all students and interested faculty as 
per the current industry requirements. For this 
purpose, few academic initiatives with the global 
leaders have been established and some of them are 
Microsoft IT Academy, Cisco Network Academy, 
D-Link Network Academy, IBM Academic Initiative, 
VMWare Academy, Oracle WDP, Adobe India 
Academy, Unisys Innovation Lab (UIL), Nokia COE, 
Siemens ‘GOPLM’ COE, Dassault Systeme PLM COE, 
Ericsson Talent Building Program, Tech Mahindra IT 
IMS, Intel Incubation Lab, TI Analog Lab, Preva 
Systems IOT Lab, SAE (I) Collegiate Club, HERE COE 
(Nokia), IAPMO, CMC2 Academy.

The Industry Engagement Cell (IEC) at KIIT University was established with 

the vision to create and nurture an enduring and sustainable environment 

to foster and maintain a symbiotic relationship with the industry and other 

external agencies that is mutually beneficial and value-adding. The overall 

vision is to create and sustain a positive impact on the Corporate World and 

other organizations of repute at National and International levels, 

primarily in the space of academic excellence and enhancing the overall 

knowledge ecology at KIIT.



Centres of ExcellencesCentral Advanced Research Centre
Central Advanced Research Centre has been 
established on 1.5 lakh sq. ft. built up area with 
sophisticated equipment for advanced research.

Innovation and Entrepreneurship Cell
KIIT has set up Innovation and Entrepreneurship Cell 
to provide technical knowledge and facilities for 
starting technology driven enterprises as well as doing 
research for producing cost-effective techniques. It 
fosters entrepreneurship amongst students and assists 
budding entrepreneurs by providing them with 
necessary resources.

Centre for Industry Institutional Interface 
Centre for Industry Institutional Interface has been set 
up to devise strategies for the promotion of synergistic 
interface with industry. It also sensitizes the academia 
towards needs of the industry, besides organizing 
events involving the industry.

Centre for Innovation and Research and 
Research & Development (CIR and R&D) Cell
CIR and R&D Cell has been established to achieve the 
strategic goals of KIIT University and to promote 
identity of the University as a modern, dynamic, 
research-intensive institution as well as to enhance the 
University’s activity and profile in graduate studies and 
research. The Cell has been instrumental to organize 
international and national conferences where 
academicians, scientists and industry experts share 
information and insights. The Cell has earned fund 
sanction from Government and industries towards 
research. It also coordinates the activities associated 
with 'Intellectual Property Rights' (IPR) with an 
objective to generate revenue from the use (protect / 
sell) of intellectual property generated on campus by 
research projects & consultancy.

UMAP National Secretariat 
University Mobility in Asia and the Pacific (UMAP), 
dedicated for the cause of University level education in 
Asia and the Pacific, is an association of government 
and non-government organizations which administer 
student mobility in order to enhance international 
understanding among university students in 34 
member countries with more than 364 participating 
Universities in the region of Asia and the Pacific. KIIT 
University has the unique distinction of housing 
UMAP National Secretariat of India.

KIIT-TBI
KIIT-TBI, an initiative of KIIT University supported by 
Department of Science & Technology (DST), Govt. of 
India, offers incubation facilities and enables the 
incubatees to work in a secure, innovative and 
entrepreneurial environment as they progress through 
various stages of entrepreneurial development. 
KIIT-TBI is networked with all TBIs in the country 
through various networks like ISBA through which it is 
further networked with AABI (Asia Pacific), European 
UKBI and US NBIA. It is also a member of Asia Pacific 
Incubator Network (APIN). The current focus of the 
Incubator is in the area of Pharma-biotech, 
Bioinformatics, Exploitive Micro-biology, Agri-tech  & 
Information technology, robotics and other Electronics 
and Engineering based technology – with a mandate to 
make the technology available to the civil society and 
the marginalised sections in the shortest time.

BDTC
BDTC was established at School of Biotechnology in 
April 2009, supported by Ministry of New and 
renewable energy (MNRE), Govt. of India. The centre is 
running with a broad objective to provide technical 
services and trainings for biogas in Odisha and for 
Implementation & awareness creation of the 
programme.

Center for Children’s Studies
Centre for Children's Studies is a joint initiative of KIIT 
University and UNICEF. It aims to strengthen the 
existing systems to promote strategic knowledge 
management and building a knowledge base on 
children’s and women’s issues concerning the state of 
Odisha with focus on social inclusion. Through this 
Centre, KIIT and UNICEF endeavour to work together 
to develop a platform and system to promote 
generation, analysis and sharing of strategic knowledge 
that inform policy and programme.

KIIT Centre for Environment and Global 
Sustainability (KIIT-CEGS)
Established as a boundary organization, KIIT-CEGS’s 
overall goal is to support and strengthen an enabling 
environment of knowledge co-production for 
evidence-based policy processes and governance at 
various levels in society. KIIT-CEGS has been associated 
with these processes through systematic research, 
timely communication, and effective societal 
engagements on various issues of human development.

Open Source Drug Discovery Centre
Open Source Drug Discovery (OSDD) is a venture of 
Council of Scientific and Industrial Research (CSIR) team 
India consortium with a vision to provide affordable 
health care with discovering novel therapies for 
neglected tropical diseases such as tuberculosis and 
malaria. The School of Biotechnology (SBT) has been 
selected as one of the centre to engage in research 
activities on drug discoveries for Tuberculosis.

IOT COE
KSOM has partnered with Prava System, KernelSphere 
&  Intel to establish “Internet of Things (IOT)” Labs to 
provide platform to students for conduction training, 
projects & consultancy in the said area

Centre for Excellence for SAP (COE-SAP)
COE-SAP, which functions in KIIT School of 
Management in alliance with SAP UA, provides SAP 
education to MBA students so as to make them perfect 
IT enabled business graduates to work not only in SAP 
client organizations, but also all other promising 
business environments meaningfully. 

Dassault Systeme COE
Dessault Systeme COE imparts training to Management 

students in the area of PLM (Product Lifecycle 
Management).

Siemens COE
Established in the School of Mechanical Engineering, its 
objective is to impart project-based training of PLM 
Software tools for cutting-edge technology enabled 
solutions

SAE (I) Student Chapters
SAEINDIAKIIT Student chapter is the most vibrant 
society in the University where students are trained to 
design, develop and fabricate indigenously different 
types of vehicles and also promoted to participate in 
various events like BAJA, SUPRA, Eco-Marathon, 
Effi-Cycle, Off-Highway, etc.

ISTE Students' and Faculty Chapters
ISTE Students' and Faculty Chapters functions at KIIT 
University to look after career development of faculties 
and personality development of students.

NBA East Zone Nodal Centre
East Zone Nodal Centre of National Board of 
Accreditation (NBA)  functions at KIIT University. The 
Centre trains resource persons in the University.
 

Creation of Intellectual Property through 
research is one of the hallmarks of KIIT’s 
pursuit of excellence.



Extra-Curricular Activities
Kamakshi – The Women’s Society
The Women’s Society promotes equality for women. 
They not only believe in providing women a better 
platform, but also in encouraging them to be the torch 
bearers.

Khetshan – The International Students Society
KIIT International Student Society is a great source of 
social support and representation to sizeable 
international student body in KIIT University. It 
organizes various events during annual cultural 
function. It celebrates International Student Day 
‘Khesthen’every year with great joy.

Khwahishein - The Hindi Society
The Hindi Society promotes the Rashtrabhasha. It 
brings together the best poets and writers of the 
University to portray their dreams on papers.

Film Society
It gives platform to the students to bring out the most 
expressive and
creative skills of film making. The society also plays a 
role in the making of the official documentaries of the 
University.

Konnexions - The IT Society
The Information Technology Society deals with all 
aspects of information technology in industry, 
administration, teaching, research and science. Its 
primary aim is to promote the scientific and technical 
development of information technology and its 
practical application. 

 

 

MUN Society
Model United Nations (also Model UN or MUN) is a 
conference simulating the United Nations in which 
students participate as delegates to various UN 
Committees. Participants research and formulate 
political positions based on the actual policies of the 
countries they represent. Annually MUN Society 
organizes National & International MUN.

KIIT Entrepreneurship-Cell
KIIT Entrepreneurship-Cell is primarily responsible for 
fostering entrepreneurship culture amongst the students 
and assisting budding entrepreneurs by providing them 
with necessary guidance and resources.

Qutopia - The Quizzing Society
Qutopia is the quizzing society of KIIT University, 
founded in 2004 born out of a desire to learn more about 
the world and beyond as well as an urge to share what 
we know. ‘Udghosh’ is the annual event of this society 
organized on october 02, every year. Besides Udghosh, 
Qutopia also organizes several in-house quizzes such as 
“The Great India Quiz” that celebrates the various colours 
of our nation.

Korus - The Music Society
This group is specifically meant for students who have a 
deep craving for exploring  intricacies of musical notes. 
Korus is a haven for budding musicians and equips the 
students with all adequate resources for the proper 
channelization of their musical instincts. This 
community performs on all major occasions like Republic 
Day, Independence Day, KIIT Foundation Day etc.

KIIT Automobile Society
KIIT Automotive Society (KAS) was started in 2009 to 
give the student an active learning platform and increase 
their interest in the field of automobile. The Society has 
won prestigious competitions at national and 
international levels. 

Apogeio – The Aeronautical Society
KIIT Aeronautical Society named “Apogeio” aims to 
promote scientific and educational activities towards the 
advancement of the theory and practice of Aeronautical 
Engineering.

KRS – The Robotics Society
 KIIT Robotics Society focuses on research, knowledge 
sharing and learning with the aim of embracing new 
technology and making new discoveries in the field of 
Robotics with a high standard of ethics in service to the 
community.

Keurig - The Cooking Society
 The Cooking Society aims to bring foodies and budding 
chefs together. 

Kreative Eye - The Photography & Painting Society
Kreative Eye provides a platform to the budding 
photographers and artists to showcase their talents. This 
society organizes several events like photography and 
painting competitions all the year round particularly on 
occasions like Independence Day, Republic Day, KIIT 
foundation Day, World AIDS Day, etc. This society also 
handles the posters for the various events that are held 
at KIIT.

Karma – The Society for Differently Abled
A society exclusively dedicated for the physically 
disabled helps people with disabilities get together. It 
helps them share their trauma, experiences and 
suggestions with others belonging in the same situation; 
thus contributing to their all round development.

Kartavya - KIIT Social Responsibility Cell 
Social Responsibility Cell acts as a motivator for young 
students to come together from all walks of life and join 
together to be the harbinger of light in the lives of those 
who have been deprived of it. 

Kalakaar - The Dramatics Society 
KIIT Dramatic Society provides a platform to hone 
acting skills, express views through various acts, 
drama, mimicry, stand up comedies, talks and events 
relating to this field. KIIT Dramatic society was started 
in 2011 and already has a significant number of 
productions. It has to its credit, performing in front of 
the Prime Minister of India and Prime Minister of 
Bhutan during their visits to KIIT.

Society of Web Development (Social & Digital 
Branding)
The Society of Web Development is all about using 
power of world wide web for personal development. 

K-Konnect - Society for Alumni Connect
 This Society connects with the Alumni to strengthen 
Alumni Association.

KIIT-Wordsmith - The Writing Society
 KIIT Wordsmith is the platform where the students 
can express their ingenious, unorthodox, profound 
thoughts. through Kritika, the annual magazine, Kirti, 
women’s magazine, monthly newsletters, e-magazines 
and other publications. 

Kzarshion – The Fashion Society
Fashion helps define tastes and shape tastes of 
individuals. It plays an important role in personality 
development of a person. This Society inculcates proper 
dressing sense according to the occasion among the 
students. 

Co-curricular activities of KIIT University bring out hidden talents of 

the students to the fore. These activities provide a platform to the 

students to exhibit their potential and excel in their extra-curricular 

passions. Various activities are performed under the following 

independent societies:-



MARKETING SOCIETY
Marketing is something that needs to be experienced 
rather than studied. Events conducted by the Marketing 
Society are designed to give students a deep working 
insight into what marketing is really about. This Society 
provides students all-round experience of marketing 
through industry exposure and on-campus fun 
marketing activities.

FINANCE SOCIETY
The Society hones students’ management and finance 
skills by organizing events related to the various aspects 
of management. 

KHWAAB - In Service to Humanity
 Dedicated to helping people, this Society works on the 
principles of Prof. Achyuta Samanta, Founder, KIIT & 
KISS. The three basic foundation tools of the Society are: 
Art of Giving, Garment Bank and India against 
negativity.

Social Outreach

TEDx
KIIT students got the licence to organise TEDx in 2015 
for KIIT University. They hosted the first ever TEDx 
event in any technical university in the State of Odisha. 
TEDX is a spin off conference of independent talks of 
technology demonstrations, art performances, research 
lectures and world changing ideas that are organized 
locally by the volunteers, free of any commercial, 
religious or political agenda.

SPIC MACAY - KIIT Chapter
A SPICMACAY chapter was formed at KIIT in May, 2003. 
The chapter has been successful in introducing some of 
the most renowned Indian classical musicians like Pt. 
Hari Prasad Chaurasia, Pt. Mukul Shivputra and Ileana 
Citristi to the KIIT community. These concerts are free 
and open to all and have served to spread awareness 
about rich cultural heritage of India among a varied 
audience.

NCC
Senior Division NCC (Army) is functioning in the 
University. Students of any wing can take part after 
going through the selection process. The total strength of 
the cadets is 50.

NSS
Two units of NSS, one for boys and one for girls with 500 
students in each, are functioning in the University. The 
main aims and objectives of NSS units are to involve the 
youth in constructive and developmental programmes in 
rural society. This fosters national integration through 
community living and co-operative action. Annually a 
Chancellor's trophy is awarded to the best performing 
students in the respective field.

NSS
NSS activities with strength of 500 volunteers are 
functional in the University with the approval of the 
Govt. of Odisha. Any student having inclination towards 
social work are encouraged to join.

YOUTH RED CROSS
Youth Red Cross is a volunteer driven society aiming to 
create awareness on the care of their own health and 
that of others.

KIITFEST
KIITFEST is the annual techno-cultural festival of KIIT 
University. It promotes technical, cultural, spiritual, 
literary, dramatics, artistic, professional skills and 
innovation among students, and features various 
national-level competitions among them. This mega 
youth festival attracts participation of 20,000 plus 
students.

KIIT MUN
KIIT International Model United Nations (KIIT MUN) is 
the largest MUN of Asia and one of the world's largest 
with 2500 delegates of 25 nationalities attending this 
year. It has partnership with Paris International MUN, 
Rome MUN, Moscow International MUN, among others.

KRITARTH
A social awareness event KRITARTH' is held on October 
2 – 3 every year, focusing on spreading awareness on 
various social issues through participating in different 
competitions. Organized with the vision to promote 
social responsibility, this year's event was participated 
by over 1500 students from KIIT and other institutions.

FOUNDER'S CUP DEBATE
The flagship event of the Writing Society, 'KIIT 
Wordsmith' is held every year in the month of January. 
This in-house oratory competition is touted to be an 
amalgamation of ideas, expressions, innovations and 
knowledge channels taken to the most premiere. 
Founder's Cup provies a formal platform for exposure 
among students and debating enthusiasts.

UDGHOSH
'Udghosh' is a National-level inter-university quiz 
competition.

PRATIJJA
'Pratijja' is the annual national level oratory competition 
held every year by the Writing Society, 'KIIT Wordsmith' 
in the month of April. It gives orators of varied age 
groups from all over India a chance to showcase their 
eloquence at a competent platform.

CHIMERA 
'Chimera' the flagship event of the Medical Society, 
'Kimaya', allows various universities to implement and 
compete in their expertise. The event incorporates 
competitions, talk shows and events.



Placement
One of the salient features of KIIT University is its impeccable record in 

campus placement. Every year, more than one hundred fiftymultinational 

companies throng to the campus to pick up its students.

Partial list of companies which have visited 
KIIT for placements in 2016/17
 

KIIT has always been a much favored talent-hunting 
ground for corporate world as it delivers 
industry-ready students. Multiple steps are taken to 
make graduates productive from Day One. 
First the academic tie-ups with world leaders such as 
Dassault Systemes, Siemens, IBM, Tata Steel, Oracle, 
Microsoft, SAP, Accenture etc. 

Second is the continuous stream of corporate honchos 
visiting KIIT campus in several conclaves, conferences, 
workshops & seminars.  

Third is the well-structured corporate-based campus 
preparedness initiative under the Department of 
'Career Advisory & Augmentation Services' (CAAS), 
which primarily encompass competency assessment 
and improvement activity including behavioral aspects 
of the students. 

Fourth is the professional training to globally certify 
students in various IT & non-IT skills in association 
with industry leaders like Microsoft, Oracle, 
IBM, CISCO, VM-Ware, etc under KIIT 'Centre of 
Advanced Training (CAT) . Further, these efforts get 
strengthened by the niche activities of KIIT 'Industry 
Engagement Cell' (IEC) which helps maintain a 
symbiotic relationship with industry to recognize their 
current market needs.
 

Sankalp Semi Conductor
SAP  Labs
Schneider Electric
Scope International
Shapoorji & Pallonji
Shriram Transport Fincnace 
Simplex Infrastructure
SM Consultant
Smartprix
Soctronics Technologies 
SopraSteria
Tata Housing Development 
Tata Projects
Tata Power
Tata Technologies
Tech Mahindra
Technosoft Global Services
Tek Systems
Thermax
Think & Learn
Tractors India
Triveni Turbines 
Tube Investments of India 
TVS Motors
Unisys
UrbanClap
Usha Martin
UX Reactor
Valued Epistemics
Viasat
VM ware
Voltas 
WeP Solutions
Windmoller & Holscher India
Wipro
Works Application 
XL Dynamics 
Xpanxion
Zen Technologies
Zentron Labs
ZS Associate
Zycus

Accenture
Adani
Adurcup
Affine Analytics
Amazon 
Amdocs
Anglo Eastern 
Argusoft 
Ashiana Housing
Atom Technologies
Bajaj Electricals Ltd.
Barclays
Bitwise Solutions
BookMyShow
Business Octane
Capgemini 
CapitalVia Global Research
Cavisson Systems
CDK Global
CGI
Clairvolex
Cognizant Technologies
Collabera
Cummins
Cybage Software
Darwinbox
DEHN India Ltd.
Dell
Deloitte US India
DigiChamps
Directi
Doka India 
Doubloons IT Solutions
DT Global
EAM Division
eClerx Services 
Effectual Knowledge Services 
Enervision
Envestnet Yodlee Infotech
Era Group
Ericsson
Fiat Chrysler 
Fiat India Automobile
Gardenia Infra
Gemini Solutions
GGK Tech
Global Archer
Grayroutes
Greymeter
GS Labs

Gyansys Infotech
Hackett Group
Happiest Minds
Hexaware Technologies
High Radius
Honda Two Wheeler
HP R&D
IBM
iNautix Technologies
Incture Technologies
Indus Teqsite
Infosys
Intel
IOTL
ISUZU
ITD Cementation
Jaro Education
JMC Projects India Ltd.
Josh Technology
Juspay
Lexplosion
LnT Tech Services
Mahindra Comviva
Make Me Learn 
MAQ Software
Microsoft
Motif India Infotech
Mu-Sigma
Muvi
Net2Source
Netcracker Technology Solutions 
NowFloats
NSETECH
Synchro Systech
Onmobile 
Persistent Systems 
Pervacio Consulting
Polaris 
Policy Boss
Praxair
Prolifics
QSpider
Quikr
Ramkrishna Forgings
Robert Bosch
Roofpik
Royal Enfiled
RSB Group
Russula
Samsung R&D

Contacts  
placement@kiit.ac.in 
Ph: 0674 - 6980015 / 2725733
 0674 - 6542304



Infrastructure

Classroom
There is adequate number of air-conditioned 
classrooms on each campus for the 27000 students 
enrolled at KIIT University. Classrooms are designed as 
per international standards to ensure effective 
teacher-student interaction. They are also equipped 
with LCD projectors and a host of other contemporary 
teaching aids

Library
Library facility is provided from the independent 
library located in each School of KIIT University and a 
Central Library located in a self-contained 
independent campus. Central Library, located in a 
six-storied building spread over an area of 10,000 sq m., 
functions as the main learning resource centre of the 
University. It provides up-to-date and nascent 
information resources and services - both in hard and 
soft forms - to the academic and administrative 
communities. It is an indispensable learning resource 
centre for faculty, researchers and students of all the 
Schools at KIIT. 

ICT Facilities
KIIT University is at the forefront to adopt latest IT 
technologies using Information and Communication 
Technology (ICT) to support academics. It is one among 
the few institutions to get 2.95 Gbps broadband 
internet connectivity through National Knowledge 
Network (NKN), Bharati Airtel and BSNL. It is a fully 
wi-fi campus. Students benefit from the latest online 
learning platforms for academic and research support. 
They can access over 3250 Desktop PCs based in as 
many as 41 laboratory centres across the campuses. In 
addition, each student of the University is provided 
with a free laptop to enhance the academic experience. 
All campuses have Uninterrupted Power Supply. The 
campuses have been made fully secure through an 
elaborate surveillance employing more than 3300 
CCTV cameras. KIIT is the only University in India to 
have implemented SAP (Big Bang Approach) in all 
processes in all schools. Students can use this 
state-of-the-art technology to view result, register for 
semesters, download documents like CLC, bonafide 
certificates, make online payments, etc

Hostel
KIIT provides on-campus residential facilities to its 
students, research scholars, faculty members and many 
of its staff members. Separate hostel facilities are 
available for boys and girls with modern amenities and 
24 hour internet connectivity. There are in total 27 
different hostels out of which ten are for girls. Option 
of air conditioned hostel rooms is alsoavailable. Each 
hostel has 24-hour reading room and facility for indoor 
and outdoor games. The hostels are provided with a 
common room with plasma screen television, table 
tennis boards, carom boards and it also acts as place of 
interaction. 

Conferences & Seminars
 KIIT provides excellent ambience for national and 
international level conferences and seminars. Its 
Central Convention Centre Complex houses a 
world-class Auditorium having a seating capacity of 
1600, besides a Guest House with 5-star facilities (42 
suites), Conference Halls (18 Nos.), Exhibition Ground (5 
acre) and Banquet Hall. It is the largest of its type in the 
state of Odisha and one of the best in Eastern India. In 
addition, there are well-equipped auditoriums and 
conference halls in each campus. There are 20 Open 
Air Theatres (OATs) in different campuses having 
capacities ranging from 500 to 50000.

Sports Facilities
As a university with a vision, KIIT promotes sports and 
games among the students and staff. Sports activity in 
KIIT University is facilitated at KIIT Stadium, Central 
Indoor Stadium and 10 sports complxes distributed 
through the different campuses. Sprawling over an 
area of 29 acres, KIIT Stadium has the capability to hold 
day & night matches and can seat up to 35,000 
spectators. This international standard multi-sport 
stadium has facility for Cricket (turf wicket), Hockey 
(astroturf), Kabaddi,  Football, Volleyball, Kho-Kho, 
Throwball, Basketball, Rugby, Handball, Netball and 
Track & Field (400m).

KIIT's Central Indoor Stadium
Biju Patnaik Indoor Stadium is the hub for indoor 
sports activities and one of the biggest on-campus 
indoor stadiums of the country. It has facilities for 
Basketball, Volleyball, Table Tennis, Badminton, 
Billiards & Snooker (air conditioned), Chess, Carom, 
Health Club, 12 Station Multi-gym and Yoga Centre. In 
addition to these two central facilities, 10 Sports 
Complexes are located on different campuses. Each 
such facility has a swimming pool, multi-gym, besides 
facilities for other sports and games.

Food Court 
In addition to canteens attached to each hostel, there 
are 15 Food Courts specializing in cuisines from 
different parts of the world.

Health Facilities
 Students and staff can avail round the clock medical 
attention from Kalinga Institute of Medical Sciences 
(KIMS), the medical wing of KIIT University, which 
constitutes a 1750 bedded super-specialty hospital with 
ambulances and outpatient departments in case of need 
providing free medical consultancy to its students. They 
also benefit from a Yoga and Spiritual Centre.

Other Amenities
Buses and shuttle cars are available to meet the 
transportation need of the students and staffs. An 
in-house computerized Post Office is functioning from 
the Campus. Other facilities like Banks. Post Office, 
police Station, Computerised railway ticket counter 
and ATMs of various Banks are available in the 
Campus.

Physical infrastructure and 

facilities are fundamental 

factors for quality education. 

KIIT is renowned for its 

world-class infrastructure. Each 

academic programme has a 

self-contained independent 

campus. Additionally in each 

campus, KIIT has put in place 

modern facilities and 

equipments.



International 
Exposure

Important Attractions

Kirti-Kalpa: Art Gallery
Kirti-Kalpa is a national level art gallery displaying 
traditional and contemporary sculptures and paintings. It 
has been conceptualized and maintained by Adwaita 
Gadanayak, internationally acclaimed sculptor.

Sculpture Garden
A beautiful sculpture garden, conceptualized and created 
by Adwaita Gadanayak, internationally acclaimed 
sculptor has been created at KIIT School of Management. 
Stones deftly cut and shaped into curious geometrical 
forms and highlighted by colourful lights and soft music 
provide soothing experience for the senses. This sculpture 
garden is innovative in using only locally available stone, 
as against the common practice of getting stones from 
other states.

Rose Garden
A beautiful rose garden developed by KIIT can take 
anyone to ecstasy. 

Temple Complex
KIIT Temple Trust has established a temple complex 
having temples dedicated to popular deities.

Tribal Museum
 History, culture and lifestyle of different tribes of State re 
showcased in the Tribal Museum. Indoor exhibits include 
tribal clothes, jewellery and other artefacts. Huts used by 
various tribes have been reconstructed in n attractive 
setting.

KIIT University being sensitive to the growing trends 
of globalization of higher education has established 
collaboration with over 140 globally reputed 
universities abroad and secured membership in 
reputed global educational bodies and associations. 
The curriculum of KIIT University pays special 
importance to the global perspectives and accordingly 
maintains high global standards. 

With faculty at KIIT hailing from thirteen countries. 
KIIT is academically a very vibrant campus. It receives 
and facilitates throughout the year special lectures by 
Nobel Laureates, Ambassadors, Heads of different 
countries, renowned management personalities and 
other very distinguished international luminaries and 
thereby gives its students an opportunity to learn 
from interactions with them.

The University has a large number of international 
students and itthe priority of each KIIT staff and 
faculty member to ensure that all new international 
students – many of who have arrivein India for the 
first time – make a smooth transition in to University 
and don’t feel alone. KIIT’s welcome program includes 
orientation, workshops, social events, study groups 
and opportunities to get international students 
involved in campus life.

In order to handle international students, their 
requirements and in order to make definite strategy 

for exchange programmes, a separate wing 'KIIT 
Global' has been created. This office provides guidance 
to international students right from their arrival in the 
institute in matters of their cultural, legal and 
academic needs and other issues of relevance. Upon 
arrival, KIIT Global Office facilitates the stay, their 
mandatory registration, visa verification, police 
information, etc and helps the students and 
researchers in extending the visa period and  issuance 
of new passports as and when necessary. KIIT Global 
has the single window scheme for functions like 
coordinating with the local Police, Foreigner's 
Registration Office for movement of overseas students 
during their stay at KIIT.

Keeping in view the communication needs of the 
prospective students from South Korea, China, 
Thailand and Japan, the University has established a 
language lab to improve the communication skills in 
eight foreign languages, including English. There is a 
dedicated hostel for international students with 
amenities at par with international standard.

Many students from various Schools of KIIT 
University are regularly selected at reputed foreign 
universities for higher education and internship. 
Majority of the students going for higher studies 
manage scholarships or fellowships also from host 
institutions, while internships are arranged under 
collaboration of KIIT with host institutions.

Our student body currently has representation from over 45 countries. These 
countries include Nepal, Bangladesh, Singapore, Malaysia, UAE, Thailand, 
South Korea, China, Africa, Australia, Canada, the UK and the USA.



PA NO R A M A

Several luminaries from various walks of life, including 

renowned statesmen, heads of states, noted academicians, 

social workers, nobel laureates, bureaucrats and writers have 

graced the University campus to witness its commendable 

rise as an institute of academic excellence

 Late Dr. A.P.J. Adul Kalam, former President 
of India, interacting with KISS students

Prof. Achyuta Samanta, Founder, KIIT & KISS 
greeting Shri Narendra Modi, Hon'ble Prime 
Minister of India in New Delhi.

 (From L)  Hon’ble Dr. Justice Abdulqawi Ahmed Yusuf, 
Vice-President, ICJ, and Hon’ble Shri Justice Dipak 
Misra, Judge, Supreme Court of India at the Convoca-
tion Ceremony in 2015

Professor Sir Richard John Roberts, Nobel 
Laureate in Physiology or Medicine (1993), UK 
delivering a lecture at KIIT University. Under 
Nobel Lecture Series, 15 Nobel Laureates have 
delivered lecture at the University.

Prof. Achyuta Samanta, Founder, KIIT & KISS 
in discussion with Shri Prakash Javadekar, 
Hon'ble Union Minister of HRD during his 
visit to KIIT & KISS.

Shri Venkaiah Naidu, His Excellency the Vice 
President of India on a visit to KIIT University 
and Kalinga Institute of Social Sciences (KISS).

Prof. Achyuta Samanta, Founder, KIIT & KISS 
welcoming Shri Rajnath Singh, Hon'ble Union 
Minister of Home Affairs to KIIT & KISS.

Dr. N. Chandrasekaran, Chairman, Tata Sons 
addressing the students of KIIT School of 
Management at the 4th National Finance 
Conclave in KIIT in 2013

Prof. Achyuta Samanta 
receiving Gusi Peace Prize 
International 2014.



Kalinga 
Institute of  

Social Science (KISS)
www.kiss.ac.in

Organization in Special Consultative Status with the Economic and 
Social Council (ECOSOC) since 2015. NGO Associated with the United 

Nations Department of Public Information ( UNDPI).

KISS has been declared a Deemed University (U/S 3 of UGC Act, 1956) 
by the Ministry of Human Resource Development, Govt. of India 

on August 25, 2017. With this, it has become the �rst tribal university 
in India and in the entire world.

Kalinga Institute of Social Sciences (KISS), 

the largest tribal institute of the world, 

provides food, accommodation, health 

care and all the basic necessities of life 

absolutely free to 37,000 poorest of the 

poor tribal children to pursue their 

studies here from KG to PG as well as 

vocational training. KISS, as an unique 

experiment to eradicate poverty through 

education and use of education as a tool 

to empower the underprivileged section 

of the society and provide sustainable 

employment, is being hailed by 

statesmen, policy makers, planners, social 

workers from India and abroad.

Provides holistic education from Kindergarten to 
Postgraduation (KG to PG), vocational training, food, 
accommodation, health care and all other basic necessities of 
life to over 37, 000 ( 27,000 existing students and 10, 000  
graduates )indigenous (tribal) children of the poorest of the 
poor background absolutely free. It is the largest residential 
tribal institute in the world. 

Special Consultative Status with the Economic and Social 
Council (ECOSOC) since 2015 – the highest recognition to a 
non-government organization from the United Nations. 

Champion Level-Platinum Certification by GuideStar India for 
NGO Transparency (2016)

Among top 223 NGOs of the world and 10 best NGOs of India in 
the prestigious ranking of world NGOs published in 2016 by 
NGO Advisor, a Geneva-based independent media 
organization.  

Programmes and activities aligned to Sustainable Development 
Goals (SDGs) of the UN and proactively working to achieve the 
goals.

Expansive self-contained eco-friendly campus 

Plans to educate 2,00,000 indigenous (tribal) children over the 
next decade and in the process of setting up branches in 10 
states, with the support of respective state governments, and all 
30 districts of Odisha. 

Students are high achievers in academics, co-curricular 
activities and national and international sports, making it a 
highly successful model of tribal empowerment through 
education. 

Tie-ups with many world organizations including UNESCO, 
UNICEF, UNFPA, and US Federal Government.

Visited and appreciated by high dignitaries, including Heads of 
State, Ambassadors, from 70 countries.  

12 Nobel Laureates have visited the Institute.

Widely covered in leading national and international media, 
including National Geographic, The Time, Wall Street Journal, 
South China Morning Post, Readers' Digest, Asia Post and 
Public Broadcasting Service (PBS). 


